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SOPHISTICATED stitch tools

I
f you love stitching on cards but
haven’t got a sewing machine, or you
have tried hand-pricking papers but
aren’t happy with the result, then the
Sew Easy tool from We R Memory
Keepers is the perfect solution. This

neat little gadget works in a similar way to a
dressmaker’s wheel – you simply roll it
across your paper for evenly spaced,
regularly sized stitch holes. The main
component of the tool (the handle) comes
with a running stitch head and a chunky
sewing needle with a suitably sized eye to
accommodate the bright and chunky We R
Memory Keepers floss. There are lots of
alternative heads, which all create different
stitch patterns, from standard zigzag and

In stitches

cross stitches to scalloped edges and
flower bursts. If you take a look on the
manufacturer’s website you will also find
details of the new and upcoming design
releases. The different heads simply twist
and lock into place, and there is a nifty
little storage cavity in the end of the tool
for storing needles.

RULE OF THUMB
The tool works best on 175gsm paper,
which means you have a whole array of
regular craft manufacturer’s products to
choose from. The cards here are all
created using patterned paper from a
Kaisercraft 61⁄2” patterned paper pad,
which is an optimum gsm. You can, of

course, use the tool with thicker papers
or layers of papers to get these evenly
spaced stitched effects – just make sure
you use light pressure to mark your
design on the surface, then use a needle
or piercing tool to fully prick the design
before stitching.

The main principles when using the
tool are keeping the tool at about a 45º
working angle, so that the face of the
roller is parallel to your paper, and using
a consistent pressure by keeping your
hand snug around the handle and your
index finger on the special rubber pad
just above the tool head. Pressure is
applied down through your finger rather
than from the palm of your hand.

Designer

JUDITH
HANNINGTON

Judith Hannington demonstrates how you don’t need a
sewing machine to achieve beautiful stitched effects on
your cards – with the right tools and a little bit of patience,
even beginners can recreate this fashionable look...
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make...
SIMPLY

Materials
✿ 120mm-square card blank
✿ orange Bazzill cardstock
✿ Kaisercraft Bubblegum Hills 61⁄2”

patterned paper pad and journal tags
✿ orange WRMK Sew Easy floss
✿ Kaisercraft Magical Butterflies 

wooden flourishes
✿ pink acrylic paint
✿ pink inkpad
✿ crystals
✿ Banana Frog Retro Greetings stamp set

Tools
✿ WRMK Sew Easy tool and piercing mat
✿ WRMK Sew Easy Burst Stitch Piercer
✿ sponge dauber
✿ acrylic block

1Paint the surface of the wooden
butterfly using a sponge dauber.
Once dry, attach three crystals to
the body as shown.

2Prick a hole in a journal tag, 3mm
above the printed border and in
from the left-hand edge. Use this as
a starting point for piercing the
flower bursts across the tag. Stamp
your greeting above the pierced
holes as shown.

3Prick a hole in the centre of each
pierced circle, then stitch the flower
burst design using orange floss,
coming up through the outer holes
and down through the centre hole.

4Cover the card blank with orange
cardstock and a strip of patterned
paper. Ink the edges of the stitched
tag, attach the butterfly and fix to
your card using 3D foam pads.

PERFECT ALIGNMENT
Most of the designs featured on the cards
here use straight lines of stitching, and a
ruler will help you keep the tool aligned.
Simply position the tool at your starting
point and bring the ruler into position
alongside the rotating barrel, so that the
tool can then be rolled along the ruler’s
edge. You may want to start and finish your
stitching at particular points. By hand-
piercing your first stitch hole and then
aligning the appropriate peg on the
stitching head into that hole, you can
position your stitching accurately. If you
want to stop in a particular place then it is
better to stop a little early than overshoot
on your design – once those holes are

pierced there is little way of hiding them,
so ease up near the end of your piercing
run. You can always realign the tool and
roll a little further along the paper to add
stitches, or alternatively prick the final one
or two by hand.

You can use these fabulous stitched
effects on any card design, and with all
your other favourite products and
techniques – here we’ve combined them
with wood and chipboard shapes, which
can be glued or stitched to the design for
an array of different greetings card
occasions. So, why not take the guesswork
out of hand-pricking your designs, or
indeed take away the need for a sewing
machine, and have some fun stitching? ■

SIMPLY
shopping
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Visit www.craft
obsessions.co.uk for the great
range of wooden ornament
cases including the Flower
Fantasy set featured here

BIRTHDAY WISHES

All the We R Memory Keepers Sew
Easy products used here are available
from www.charmedcards
andcrafts.co.uk and www.merlyimpressions.co.uk

The Kaisercraft Bubblegum
Hills products, wooden
flourishes and the ScrapFX
chipboard shapes are
available from www.merly
impressions.co.uk
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STEPBYSTEP

3Attach a 100mm-wide strip of
patterned paper to your card
blank and cover the remainder
with pink cardstock. Matt your
stitched panel with orange
cardstock before attaching to
the card. Stamp your greeting
on a piece of stripy paper and
affix below the flower stems.

2Stitch the stems using green
floss, working the left-hand
leaf, centre section of stem and
the right-hand leaf, so that all
three stitches go down through
the same hole.

4Paint the surface of the wooden
flowers using a sponge dauber.
Once dry, fix a crystal to the
centre of each and attach to
your card. Add three crystals
alongside the greeting as
shown to finish.

1Cut a 90x135mm piece of
patterned paper. Prick three
holes 30mm from the bottom
and 23mm, 45mm and 69mm
from the left-hand edge. Use
these as the starting point for
using the piercing tool to create
your flower stems.

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY Materials

✿ 148mm-square card blank
✿ pink Bazzill cardstock
✿ Kaisercraft Bubblegum Hills 61⁄2”

patterned paper pad
✿ green WRMK Sew Easy floss
✿ Flower Fantasy wooden 

ornament case
✿ orange acrylic paint
✿ pink inkpad
✿ crystals
✿ Banana Frog Retro Greetings 

stamp set

Tools
✿ WRMK Sew Easy tool and 

piercing mat
✿ WRMK Sew Easy Cross Stitch Piercer
✿ sponge dauber
✿ acrylic block

It is advisable
to practise on
some scrap
paper before

reaching for your precious
project papers, just to get
used to handling the
tool – there are tips on the
We R Memory Keepers
website for getting the
best results, together with
information on how to
stitch the different pricked
designs. Visit www.weron
thenet.com for more
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1Paint the surface of the wooden
key using a sponge dauber and
set aside to dry.

2Use the piercing tool freehand
to create a heart shape on
patterned paper, referring to
the template as a guide. Cut out
the heart shape about 6mm
away from the pierced holes.

3Glue the key to the heart as
shown. Back-stitch through the

make...
SIMPLY

Materials
✿ 120mm-square card blank
✿ orange Bazzill cardstock
✿ Kaisercraft Bubblegum Hills 61⁄2”

patterned paper pad
✿ pink WRMK Sew Easy floss
✿ crystals
✿ orange acrylic paint
✿ pink inkpad

You can use 
any threading
medium to
stitch your

designs, whether chunky 
or fine, coloured or natural.
For a completely different
look to your cards, why not
try using kraft-style
patterned papers and fine
garden twine?

HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY

holes, stitching over the key at
the top and leaving a space
where it intersects the outline
at the bottom.

4Attach patterned paper to one
half of your card blank and

orange cardstock to the other.
Attach the heart over the join
using 3D foam pads.

5Stamp your greeting onto the
long heart tab from the paper

✿ Kaisercraft Keys wooden flourishes
✿ Banana Frog Retro Greetings stamp set

Tools
✿ WRMK Sew Easy tool and piercing mat
✿ sponge dauber
✿ acrylic block
✿ corner-rounder punch

pad and cut into two. Round
the corners of both pieces and
attach to your card before
embellishing with crystals.
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1Paint the surface of the wooden
flowers using a sponge dauber
and set aside to dry.

2Cut a 110x50mm section of
patterned paper as shown and
mount onto a sheet of pink
patterned paper, leaving a
15mm border all around.

3Prick a hole in the corner of the
dotty paper about 2mm in from
both edges. Use this hole as a
starting point for the piercing
tool – the tool will not pierce
through both layers of paper

but you can fully pierce the
marked design by hand.

4Sew the pierced border using
pink floss to secure the two
layers together, coming up
through the inner holes and
down through the single layer
outer holes. Trim the pink paper
mount to about 4mm away
from the stitching.

5Attach the painted flowers to
the dots and prick a single hole
at the base of each petal. Sew
the flowers to the layered
papers using orange floss, then
embellish the patterned paper
with crystals.

6Adhere a 75mm-wide strip of
stripy paper to the left-hand

side of your card blank, and fix the
stitched panel over this using 3D
foam pads. Stamp your greeting
onto a die-cut label from the paper
pad, trim in half and attach to the
card as shown, tucking the upper
edge just under the stitched panel.

make...
SIMPLY Materials

✿ A6 card blank
✿ pink Bazzill cardstock
✿ Kaisercraft Bubblegum Hills 61⁄2”

patterned paper pad
✿ pink and orange WRMK Sew Easy floss
✿ Flower Fantasy wooden ornament case
✿ pink acrylic paint
✿ pink inkpad
✿ crystals
✿ Banana Frog Retro Greetings stamp set

Tools
✿ WRMK Sew Easy tool and piercing mat
✿ sponge dauber
✿ acrylic block

The best
surface for
using this tool
is the purpose-

made We R Memory
Keepers piercing mat, as it
offers just the right
amount of resistance for
the tool heads, creating
neat pierced holes

THANK YOU
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1Paint the surface of the wooden
flourish using a sponge dauber
and set aside to dry.

2Draw a 110mm square in the
bottom-right corner of a piece
of green patterned paper,
about 15mm in from the edges.

3Hand-prick the three corners
then use the piercing tool to
create running stitch holes,
piercing just three stitches up

the left-hand edge and four
along the top from the right-
hand edge. Back-stitch the
square using pink floss.

4Position the wooden flourish
over the top left-hand corner of
the square, and mark the outer
edge of the main body of the
shape. Trim the patterned paper
about 6mm away from your
stitching and along the flourish
outline to create the green
background as shown.

5Attach the painted flourish to
the stitched paper and affix the
whole panel to a 148mm square

of pink cardstock. Prick and sew
two sets of three stitches over
the wooden shape as shown.

6Attach the stitched panel to the
front of your card blank. Stamp

make...
SIMPLY Materials

✿ 148mm-square card blank
✿ pink Bazzill cardstock
✿ Kaisercraft Bubblegum Hills 61⁄2” 

patterned paper pad
✿ pink WRMK Sew Easy floss
✿ Kaisercraft Corners wooden flourishes
✿ Kaisercraft Bubblegum Flutterbys

your greeting onto a die-cut label
from the patterned paper pad and
attach to your card as shown,
trimming the right-hand edge to
fit. Attach the Flutterby and
embellish with crystals.

BEST FRIEND
✿ orange acrylic paint
✿ pink inkpad and crystals
✿ Banana Frog Retro Greetings stamp set

Tools
✿ WRMK Sew Easy tool and piercing mat
✿ sponge dauber
✿ acrylic block
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Materials
✿ 8”-square card blank
✿ orange and pink Bazzill cardstock
✿ Kaisercraft Bubblegum Hills 61⁄2”

patterned paper pad
✿ orange WRMK Sew Easy floss
✿ Kaisercraft Elm Tree wooden flourishes
✿ ScrapFX Mini Bird Flourish 

chipboard shape
✿ orange, green and pink acrylic paint
✿ pink inkpad
✿ crystals
✿ Banana Frog Retro Greetings stamp set

Tools
✿ WRMK Sew Easy tool and piercing mat
✿ WRMK Sew Easy Scallop Stitch Piercer
✿ sponge dauber
✿ acrylic block

CONGRATULATIONS

STEPBYSTEP

2Prick the corners of a 116mm
square sheet of patterned paper.
Use the piercing tool to prick the
scalloped stitch edges between
the corner holes.

3Back-stitch the pricked design
using orange floss, hand-
pricking and adding in an extra
stitch at each corner as shown.

4Cut around the edge of your
stitched panel, leaving a 4mm
border. Glue the painted tree
and birds onto it.

5Cover your card blank with
orange cardstock and add a
75mm-wide strip of pink card.
Attach a 55mm-wide strip of
stripy paper to the green
patterned paper and attach.

6Secure the stitched panel to
your card using 3D foam pads.
Stamp your greeting onto a die-
cut label from the paper pad
and attach to your card before
embellishing with crystals.

1Using sponge daubers, paint the
surface of the tree using green
paint. Once dry, add orange
highlights to the trunk and
branches. Paint the surface of the
birds pink. Trim four branches
from the tree as shown.
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